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Appalachian Overthrow Oct 13 2020 Forced to work as a slave in the Appalachian coal mines, Ahn-Kha rebels against the brutality and working
conditions and becomes the leader of the people of Coal Country in an uprising against the Maynes family and their Kurian masters.
Valentine's Rising Jul 02 2022 Returning to the Ozark Territories, freedom fighter David Valentine is shocked to find it overrun by vampiric Kurians
under the command of the merciless Consul Solon. In a desperate gambit, Valentine leads a courageous group of soldiers on a mission to drive a spike
into the gears of the Kurian Order. Valentine stakes life, honor, and the future of his home in a rebellion that sparks the greatest battle of his life.
Marked Dec 27 2021 Enter the dark, magical world of the House of Night series by bestselling authors P.C. Cast and Kristin Cast, a world very much
like our own, except here vampyres have always existed. One minute, sixteen-year-old Zoey Redbird is a normal teenager dealing with everyday high
school stress: her cute boyfriend Heath, the school's star quarterback who suddenly seems more interested in partying than playing ball; her nosy
frenemy Kayla, who's way too concerned with how things are going with Heath; her uber-tough geometry test tomorrow. The next, she's Marked as a
fledgling vampyre, forcing her to leave her ordinary life behind and join the House of Night, a boarding school where she will train to become an adult
vampyre. That is, if she makes it through the Change—and not all of those who are Marked do. It sucks to begin a new life, especially away from her
friends, and on top of that, Zoey is no average fledgling. She has been chosen as special by the vampyre Goddess, Nyx. Zoey discovers she has
amazing powers, but along with her powers come bloodlust and an unfortunate ability to Imprint with Heath, who just doesn't know how to take "no"
for an answer. To add to her stress, she is not the only fledgling at the House of Night with special powers: when she discovers that the leader of the
Dark Daughters, the school's most elite group, is misusing her Goddess-given gifts, Zoey must look deep within herself for the courage to embrace her
destiny—with a little help from her new vampyre friends.
Kitty's House of Horrors Jul 30 2019 Talk radio host and celebrity werewolf Kitty Norville has agreed to appear on TV's first all-supernatural reality
show. What she's expecting is cheesy competitions and manufactured drama starring shapeshifters, vampires, and psychics. But what begins as a
publicity stunt is all too quickly turning into a fight for her life. Kitty and her fellow housemates arrive at the remote mountain lodge where the show is
set, but no sooner does filming start when violence erupts. It doesn't take Kitty long to suspect the show is nothing more than a cover for some
nefarious plot. Then the cameras stop rolling, cast members start dying, and Kitty learns she and her monster housemates are not battling for a prize:
they are, ironically enough, themselves the ultimate prize, in a very different game. Stranded with no power, no phones, and no way to know who can
be trusted, she must find a way to defeat the evil closing in ... before it kills them all.
Cupid Cats Nov 25 2021 From New York Times bestselling authors Katie Macalister, Vicki Lewis Thompson and National bestselling author Connie
Brockway: Stories full of magic, love-and cats. This one-of-a-kind-all-original anthology features stories by three bestselling superstar authors starring
the mysterious, mischievous, and magical matchmaking felines of the Cupid Cats Animal Shelter, who assist their owners in finding romance and true
love.
Valentine's Resolve Mar 30 2022 After three years of exile from humanity’s war against the Kurians, David Valentine returns to battle. The
Lifeweavers, Earth’s allies in the conflict, have mostly vanished, but those that remain are held captive by an overlord known as the Seattle Kurian. To
free them, Valentine must convince the legendary resistance fighter known as the Marshal to join his cause. But the Marshal is something of an
overlord himself…
Alien Envoy Jan 16 2021 Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting for an engaging read aloud
experience! Alien Agent Zack Gaither has spent his whole life on planet Earth. His assignment: to protect humans from the knowledge of life on other
planets. Finally, the time is right, and Zack has the chance to help Earth join the Galactic Union. The only problem? A small army of alien thugs is set
on keeping Earth out of the picture. And they’re planning to take Zack out in the process. Fortunately, Zack’s got a few old friends on his side.
Together, they’re headed on an adventure that will take Zack off of Earth and across the galaxy. What will the future hold for this Alien Agent?
March In Country Jun 20 2021 The race is on to claim the area between the Ohio River and Tennessee. What's left of the resistance is hiding out in
the tangle of central Kentucky hills-leaving the powerful, well-organized Kurian vampires the opportunity to fill the void. Major David Valentine
knows a small group of fierce, freedom-loving allies who would be glad to settle the rich lands. But they're more than three hundred miles away, with
hostile aliens and vicious human slavers standing between. But even if by some miracle they make it, the Kurian Order isn't about to easily yield the
blood-soaked Kentucky soil...
At Grave's End Feb 03 2020 It should be the best time of half-vampire Cat Crawfield's life. With her undead lover Bones at her side, she's successfully
protected mortals from the rogue undead. But though Cat's worn disguise after disguise to keep her true identity a secret from the brazen bloodsuckers,
her cover has finally been blown, placing her in terrible danger. And if that wasn't enough, a woman from Bones' past is determined to bury him once
and for all. Caught in the crosshairs of a vengeful vamp yet determined to help Bones stop a lethal magic from being unleashed, Cat's about to learn the
true meaning of bad blood. And the tricks she's learnt as a special agent won't help her here. She's going to have to fully embrace her vampire instincts
if she's going to save herself - and Bones - from a fate worse than the grave.
Space Cat-astrophe: My FANGtastically Evil Vampire Pet Jun 08 2020 In the second book of this FANGtastic spin-off of Mo O'Hara's New York
Times—bestselling My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish chapter book series, an aspiring evil scientist and his mostly evil (and totally forbidden) vampire
kitten blast off to Evil Scientist Space Camp. My epic summer has just gotten even more epic, because Evil Scientist Summer Camp just turned into
Evil Scientist Space Camp! AND it will be led by the totally epic evil astronaut Neil Strongarm! Who is looking for evil apprentices for his next space
mission! Which means that I could totally go into SPACE!!! I’m already well on my way to Evil Emperor of the Camp. Winning this competition
should be easy. Okay, so maybe I didn’t expect Geeky Girl to be quite so good at being evil, but I know I’ve got this. All I need is a plan. Hmmm . . . I
wonder if you can take evil kittens on space stations. Let the Epic Evil Spaceness begin. Signed, The Great and Powerful Mark
The Eternal Kiss Dec 03 2019 There's an allure to vampire tales that have seduced readers for generations. From Bram Stoker to Stephanie Meyer and
beyond, vampire stories are here to stay. For those fresh-blooded fans of paranormal romance or for those whose hunt and hunger never dies, these
stories have what readers want! This collection of original tales comes from some of the hottest, most popular, and best-selling YA writers, including:

Holly Black (The Spiderwick Chronicles, Tithe), Libba Bray (A Great and Terrible Beauty), Melissa De La Cruz (Blue Blood), Cassandra Clare (City
of Bones), Rachel Caine (Morganville Vampires), Nancy Holder and Debbie Viguie (Wicked), Cecil Castellucci (Boy Proof, Queen of Cool), Kelley
Armstrong (Women of Otherworld), Maria V. Snyder, Sarah Rees Brennan, Lili St. Crow, Karen Mahoney and Dina James....They will make everyone
a sucker for eternal kisses.
Velvet Was the Night Jun 28 2019 GOOD MORNING AMERICA BUZZ PICK • From the New York Times bestselling author of Mexican Gothic
comes a simmering historical noir about a daydreaming secretary, a lonesome enforcer, and the mystery of the missing woman they’re both desperate
to find. ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New York Times Book Review, NPR, The Washington Post, The Boston Globe, New
York Public Library, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, BookPage, She Reads, Library Journal • “An adrenalized, darkly romantic journey.”—The
Washington Post Mexico in the 1970s is a dangerous country, even for Maite, a secretary who spends her life seeking the romance found in cheap
comic books and ignoring the activists protesting around the city. When her next-door neighbor, the beautiful art student Leonora, disappears under
suspicious circumstances, Maite finds herself searching for the missing woman—and journeying deeper into Leonora’s secret life of student radicals
and dissidents. Mexico in the 1970s is a politically fraught land, even for Elvis, a goon with a passion for rock ’n’ roll who knows more about kidneysmashing than intrigue. When Elvis is assigned to find Leonora, he begins a blood-soaked search for the woman—and his soul. Swirling in parallel
trajectories, Maite and Elvis attempt to discover the truth behind Leonora’s disappearance, encountering hitmen, government agents, and Russian spies.
Because Mexico in the 1970s is a noir, where life is cheap and the price of truth is high.
Saving Schrödinger's Cat Aug 23 2021 In the 25th century, deep under the Earth's shattered surface, the dying remnants of humankind live in a
dwindling Colony devoid of Nature and only one can travel to the past to save humanity from its dark fate. Clinging to life underground, after a
cataclysmic all-out nuclear war, the remains of the human race are desperate for a way to change the past. Harnessing the power of an artificial
wormhole, their only hope to avert global annihilation is to travel back in time and alter the discovery of nuclear fission. Humanity's future rests on the
unlikely shoulders of Proteus. Born with a unique genetic mutation, scientists discover that he is the only one capable of surviving the ravages of timetravel. After decades of preparation, Proteus is sent backwards to early 20th century London... but Time doesn't want the past to change and it pushes
back. To complete his mission, Proteus must manipulate the course of history, all the while battling enemy agents and avoiding the forces of Time, if
he's ever going to save the future from the past.
Blood of the Earth Oct 25 2021 In this series set in the same world as the Jane Yellowrock novels, New York Times bestselling author Faith Hunter
introduces Nell Ingram, who wields powers as old as the earth. When Nell Ingram met skinwalker Jane Yellowrock, she was almost alone in the world,
exiled by both choice and fear from the cult she was raised in, defending herself with the magic she drew from her deep connection to the forest that
surrounds her. Now, Jane has referred Nell to PsyLED, a Homeland Security agency policing paranormals, and agent Rick LaFleur has shown up at
Nell’s doorstep. His appearance forces her out of her isolated life into an investigation that leads to the vampire Blood Master of Nashville. Nell has a
team—and a mission. But to find the Master’s kidnapped vassal, Nell and the PsyLED team will be forced to go deep into the heart of the very cult
Nell fears, infiltrating the cult and a humans-only terrorist group before time runs out...
A Hidden Fire Apr 06 2020 "No secret stays hidden forever." A phone call from an old friend sets Dr. Giovanni Vecchio back on the path of a
mystery he'd abandoned years before. He never expected a young librarian could hold the key to the search, nor could he have expected the danger she
would attract. Now he and Beatrice De Novo will follow a twisted maze that leads from the archives of a university library, through the fires of
Renaissance Florence, and toward a confrontation they never could have predicted. A Hidden Fire is a paranormal mystery/romance for adult readers.
It is the first book in the Elemental Mysteries Series. "A tantalyzing paranormal romance, full of mystery and intrigue. One of the best books I've read
in a long time. Sign me up for book 2!" -Nichole Chase, author of Mortal Obligation, Book One of The Dark Betrayal Trilogy
Tales of Cats Nov 01 2019 This collection of nine short stories features a range of cat "tales" from different countries that are especially worth sharing.
You will find stories that explain why cats choose women over men, how cats trick other (in cat's view) "lesser" animals, how cats outwit humans, and
how cats wait patiently for their time in the sun.
Reserved for the Cat May 08 2020 In 1910, in an alternate London, a penniless young dancer is visited by a cat who communicates with her mind to
mind. Though she is certain she must be going mad, she is desperate enough to follow the cat's advice and impersonates a famous Russian ballerina.
The cat, it turns out, is actually an Elemental Earth Spirit, and leads her to minor stardom. Meanwhile, the real Russian ballerina has fallen victim to an
evil troll who takes over her body and kills her patrons, drinking their life essences in order to strengthen his powers. And soon, the troll focuses his
dark attentions on the young dancer...
First Drop of Crimson Feb 26 2022 “First Drop of Crimson is a passionate and tantalizing tale, filled with dark sensuality and fast-paced action. The
lead couple is irresistible—a gutsy heroine to cheer for and a smoldering hero to die for. An unforgettable story!” —Kresley Cole, New York Times
bestselling author Jeaniene Frost is back with the first book of a sexy spinoff from her USA Today and New York Times bestselling Night Huntress
series. In this electrifying novel, the spotlight shines on her popular characters Bones’ and Cat’s closest confidantes – and one woman will come close
to the dark side of desire as she places her trust in a vampire who could prove to be her salvation…or her downfall. The winner of multiple
awards—including a Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award for Best Urban Fantasy and a Romance Reviewers Today Best Paranormal
Award—Jeaniene Frost has received the Romantic Times Top Pick rating four times in a row…not to mention unqualified raves from critics, peers,
and discriminating fans of paranormal romance.
Above the Timberline Jan 04 2020 From renowned artist Gregory Manchess comes a lavishly painted novel about the son of a famed polar explorer
searching for his stranded father, and a lost city buried under snow in an alternate future. When it started to snow, it didn’t stop for 1,500 years. The
Pole Shift that ancient climatologists talked about finally came, the topography was ripped apart and the weather of the world was changed—forever.
Now the Earth is covered in snow, and to unknown depths in some places. In this world, Wes Singleton leaves the academy in search of his father, the
famed explorer Galen Singleton, who was searching for a lost city until Galen’s expedition was cut short after being sabotaged. But Wes believes his
father is still alive somewhere above the timberline. Fully illustrated with over 120 pieces of full-page artwork throughout, Above the Timberline is a
stunning and cinematic combination of art and novel.
Nightwolves Coalition Aug 30 2019 Volume One: Nightwolves Coalition starts the tale of Catrina who flies to New York to be with her mates of
which there are three (Demitri, Andre and Antonio Caberelli). On the way there is an attempted hi-jacking and Catrina steps up to save the passengers
from the takeover. In doing so, she exposes herself as a vampire to Special Forces. Now she must clean up her mess and make a deal with the military.
The military had been having problems completing missions successfully due to very unusual things happening in the field. Catrina and her team may
be their answer. However, the military finds the reasons why things have been going strange on missions. It's the beginning of high adventure and
unusual situations even Special Forces may be challenged to overcome.
Valentine's Exile Jun 01 2022 David Valentine is revered as a hero for his part in fighting to regain Earth's freedom. When a former Quisling traitor is
badly wounded, he asks Valentine to find his wife, who has vanished into the darkness of the Kurian Order. With the help of old friends and new allies,
Valentine traces her to a mysterious, heavily guarded compound in Ohio. And what Valentine finds within will shake his sanity to its very core.
Kitty in the Underworld Mar 18 2021 The twelfth book in Carrie Vaughn's New York Times bestselling Kitty Norville series, Kitty in the Underworld
As Denver adjusts to a new master vampire, Kitty gets word of an intruder in the Denver werewolf pack's territory, and she investigates the challenge
to her authority. She follows the scent of the lycanthrope through the mountains where she is lured into a trap, tranquilized, and captured. When she
wakes up, she finds herself in a defunct silver mine: the perfect cage for a werewolf. Her captors are a mysterious cult seeking to induct Kitty into their
ranks in a ritual they hope will put an end to Dux Bellorum. Though skeptical of their power, even Kitty finds herself struggling to resist joining their

cause. Whatever she decides, they expect Kitty to join them in their plot . . . willingly or otherwise. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Baltic Gambit Jan 28 2022 ."..David Valentine's loyal Lieutenant Alessa Duvalier disobeys his orders--and finds herself uncovering a betrayal..."-Amazon.com.
Peeps Nov 13 2020 A year ago, Cal Thompson was a college freshman more interested in meeting girls and partying than in attending biology class.
Now, after a fateful encounter with a mysterious woman named Morgan, biology has become, literally, Cal's life. Cal was infected by a parasite that
has a truly horrifying effect on its host. Cal himself is a carrier, unchanged by the parasite, but he's infected the girlfriends he's had since Morgan. All
three have turned into the ravening ghouls Cal calls Peeps. The rest of us know them as vampires. It's Cal's job to hunt them down before they can
create more of their kind. . . . Bursting with the sharp intelligence and sly humor that are fast becoming his trademark, Scott Westerfeld's novel is an
utterly original take on an archetype of horror.
Fall With Honor Aug 11 2020 Freedom is on the march as the rebellion against the Kurian Occupation of E arth takes the offensive. David V alentine's
company of former Quislings is ready to join forces with a guerrilla army, but nothing could prepare them for the end of their journey...
Choice of the Cat Oct 05 2022 The alien Reapers have ruled Earth for forty-five years. David Valentine is a member of the human resistance, who is
now being trained as a Cat-an elite stealth warrior. His first mission is to investigate the threat of the Twisted Cross, a mysterious new force under
Reaper control.
Way of The Wolf Sep 04 2022 Louisiana, 2065. A lot has changed in the 43rd year of the Kurian Order. Possessed of an unnatural and legendary
hunger, the bloodthirsty Reapers have come to Earth to establish a New Order built on the harvesting of enslaved human souls. They rule the planet.
They thrive on the scent of fear. And if it is night, as sure as darkness, they will come. On this pitiless world, the indomitable spirit of mankind still
breathes in Lieutenant David Valentine. Brought into the special forces of The Wolves—an elite guerilla force sworn to win back Earth—this is
Valentine’s first command in the Kurian Zone. Driven by the losses of his past and the hope of a future, Valentine is in it to win. No matter how long it
takes. No matter what doom of fate awaits him beyond his wildest nightmares. Fight. Kill. Survive. This is the way of The Wolves. “If The Red Badge
of Courage had been written by H.P. Lovecraft.”—Paul Witcover, author of Waking Beauty
Way of the Wolf Sep 23 2021 As the Reapers enslave human souls in an attempt to create a New Order, thriving on blood, terror, and fear, Lieutenant
David Valentine, a member of an elite guerrilla force known as the Wolves, is determined to destroy the Reapers and reclaim Earth for all humankind.
Original.
Dragon Champion Mar 06 2020 From the national bestselling and award-winning author of the Vampire Earth saga comes the first in a fantastic new
series.
My Vampire System Feb 14 2021 The human Race is at war with the Vicious Dalki and when they needed help more than ever, THEY started to come
forward. Humans who had hidden in the shadows for hundreds of years, people with abilities. Some chose to share their knowledge to the rest of the
world in hopes of winning the war, while others kept their abilities to themselves. Quinn had lost everything to the war, his home, his family and the
only thing he had inherited was a crummy old book that he couldn’t even open. But when the book had finally opened, Quinn was granted a system
and his whole life was turned around. He completed quest after quest and became more powerful, until one day the system gave him a quest he wasn’t
sure he could complete. "It is time to feed!" "You must drink human blood within 24 hours" "Your HP will continue to decrease until the task has been
completed" More info, visit: https://www.webnovel.com/
Kevin, the Helpful Vampire Cat Dec 15 2020
Path of the Cat Jul 22 2021 Fall With Honor: Freedom is on the march as the rebellion against the Kurian Occupation of Earth takes the offensive.
David Valentine has recruited an ad hoc company of former Quisling soldiers and puts them through a trial by fire with a successful raid against an
enemy armory. Now, they're ready to join forces with a guerilla army planning to establish a new freehold in the Appalachian Mountains. Valentine
knows that a permanent outpost near the East Coast would provide a strategic victory over the Kurians--and he believes that only his old ally Ahn-Kha
could be leading the guerillas. But nothing could prepare Valentine's fighters for what awaits them at the end of their journey -- Winter Duty: Major
David Valentine and his fugitive battalion are the remnants of an expeditionary force shattered in its long retreat from disaster in the Appalachians. But
the Kurian overlords have determined that the region isn't worth fighting over. Their order: extermination.
Empire of the Vampire (Empire of the Vampire, Book 1) May 20 2021 'This book is bloody brilliant' V.E. Schwab ‘A ripping read’ Joe
Abercrombie
Choice of the Cat Nov 06 2022 When a battle against the enemy goes horribly wrong, Lt. David Valentine is forced to resign from the Wolves and
becomes a Cat, an elite warrior trained to spy on the Reapers, and now, serving under Smoke, Valentine must go up against the Twisted Cross--a strike
force of alien-human hybrids. Original.
Tale of the Thunderbolt Aug 03 2022 With the Earth under the control of the alien, vampiric Kur and their avatars, the Reapers, David Valentine, a
member of the Resistance, disguises himself as the enemy to find a fabled weapon in the Carribbean that could help them reclaim Earth and restore
humanity. Original.
Earth Thirst Apr 18 2021 The Earth is dying. Humanity — over-breeding, over-consuming — is destroying the very planet they call home.
Multinational corporations despoil the environment, market genetically modified crops to control the food supply, and use their wealth and influence
and private armies to crush anything, and anyone, that gets in the way of their profits. Nothing human can stop them. But something unhuman might.
Once they did not fear the sun. Once they could breathe the air and sleep where they chose. But now they can rest only within the uncontaminated soil
of Mother Earth—and the time has come for them to fight back against the ruthless corporations that threaten their immortal existence. They are the
last guardians of paradise, more than human but less than angels. They call themselves the Arcadians. We know them as vampires. . . . Skyhorse
Publishing, under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of titles for readers interested in science fiction (space opera,
time travel, hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative
history), and horror (zombies, vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller, a national bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books from a diverse group of
authors.
Winter Duty Apr 30 2022 Major David Valentine and his fugitive battalion are the remnants of an expeditionary force shattered in its long retreat
from disaster in the Appalachians. And Valentine is losing allies fast. Some of the clans in the region have declared themselves in favor of the vampiric
Kurians, throwing Kentucky into civil war. But instead of retaking the region, the Kurian overlords have ordered the extermination of every human
living there...
Tale of the Thunderbolt Sep 11 2020 As the Resistance attempts to overthrow their vampiric alien masters, elite Cat force member David Valentine
embarks on a terrifying journey in search of a long-lost weapon that will guarantee their victory-and the end of the Kurian Order's domination of Earth.
Eternal Vigilance Jul 10 2020 After a century-long Sleep, Tynan Llywelyn has awoken to find the world he once knew utterly obliterated by a brutal
war of epic proportions. In a new apocalyptic society bitterly divided by magic and technology, the Tyst Empire has found that a hundred years of
global domination is not enough to sate their thirst for power. They have discovered the secret of the vampire race and have designed a plan to seize
their own sinister form of immortality with the help of an ancient vampiric god. The Phuree, a rebel uprising that has been engaged in a bloody war
with the Tyst since the beginning of.
Novice Dragoneer Oct 01 2019 In the first book in an exciting new coming-of-age fantasy series from the author of the Age of Fire series, an

impoverished girl enters into a military order of dragonriders, but her path won't be as easy or as straightforward as she expected. Fourteen-year-old
Ileth grew up in an orphanage, and thanks to her stutter was never thought to be destined for much beyond kitchen work and cleaning. But she's
dreamed of serving with the dragons ever since a childhood meeting with a glittering silver dragon and its female dragoneer. For years she waits, and
as soon as she is old enough to join, Ileth runs away to become a novice dragoneer at the ancient human-dragon fortress of the Serpentine. While most
of her fellow apprentices are from rich and influential families, Ileth must fight for her place in the world, even if it includes a duel with her boss at the
fish-gutting table. She's then sent off to the dragon-dancers after a foolish kiss with a famously named boy and given charge of a sickly old dragon with
a mysterious past. But she finds those trials were nothing when she has to take the place of a dead dragoneer and care for his imprisoned dragon in
enemy lands. . . .
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